ISOS workshop

Adjusting to a Professional Life outside Academia

Dr. Udo Erdmann, TIBER consulting

08 December 2015 | 09:00 - 17:00 h

Registration deadline: 24 November 2015

Scientists leaving the traditional academic track will face a variety of tasks that most often come with management and leadership responsibilities. Whether the next career step is towards industry or starting your own business, needed skills can be divided in three classes: corporate management, project management and technology & innovation management.

Dr. Udo Erdmann has done it all: traditional academic track, industry and founding his own consulting company. During his workshop you will learn how to use already existing skills in a professional life outside academia.

Content:

• How having a PhD prepares you for what is coming next
• Examples for jobs outside of academia
• Project Management - The Heart of Everything
• Business Model Thinking - The Heart of Corporate Management
• Innovation Management
• How to Apply for an Industry Job

Venue: Leibnizstr. 1, room 105a

ISOS PhDs have priority in this course.

Child care can be provided for ISOS candidates if we have two weeks notice in advance.

Please register online at www.futureocean.org/isos